
WINE MENU

_______ SPARKLING _______
Piquette d’Amsterdam ‘22 glass 5 bottle 25

A circular product made from the must of the wine production. A fresh and fruity drink, with bubbles and
low in alcohol.

Pet Nat, Moscatel (ES) ’22* glass 7 bottle 35
A sparkling wine, just like it was made 200 years ago. Refreshing, and thanks to the moscatel enriched with

tropical aromas.

_______ WHITE _______
Chenin Blanc (FR) + Garganega (IT) ’22* glass 6.5 carafe 19 bottle 32.5

This unique and seductive combination of French and Italian comes together to create a fresh, full-bodied
and playful white wine.

Macabeo (ES) + Chardonnay (DE) ‘22* glass 6.5 bottle 32.5
Macabeo is often used for cava, but in combination with chardonnay you get a full-bodied and rich wine

with a long aftertaste of subtle minerals.

Riesling (DE) + Moscatel (ES) ‘22* glass 6.5 carafe 19 bottle 32.5
Two extremes combined in one glass. The citrus in the riesling provides a fine acidity, while the moscatel

provides the tropical tones. A fresh wine, with a subtle bitterness in the aftertaste.

Sauvignon Blanc (FR) + Garganega (IT) ‘22* glass 6.5 carafe 19 bottle 32.5
A tropical feast of Mediterranean influences. Sauvignon, in addition to citrus, always has a slightly green

aroma. This goes well with the fresh tones of ripe apples from the garganega.

The Most Beautiful Girl, Riesling (DE), ‘22** glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
Unique in its kind due to 6 months of fermentation and maturation on wood. This makes it a serious wine,

with a hint of honey and toast.

The Fat Lady Sings, Chardonnay (DE), ‘22** glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
Chardonnay as it should be, with that characteristic buttery and vanilla note through fermentation and

maturation on oak.

Nouveau Riche, Viognier (FR), ‘22** glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
A stroke of luck! Initially intended very differently, but perhaps even more beautiful for that reason. Ultimate

viognier, floral, soft and very fruity.

_______ ORANGE _______
Pinot Grigio (IT) + Moscatel (ES) '22* glass 7 bottle 35

Funky, fruity and truly orange. "White" grapes fermented with the skins. Refreshing, but also surprisingly
spicy with even a hint of tannin.

Celebrate Life and Pour the Wine



_______ SWEET _______
Sweet Moscatel (ES) ‘22* glass 5 bottle 35

Our own fortified wine. By adding alcohol, the fermentation stops and residual sugar remains.
Not too sweet, and therefore well-suited to be paired with cheese.

_______ RED _______
Mourvèdre (FR) + Garnacha (ES) ’22* glass 6.5 carafe 19 bottle 32.5
85% Mourvèdre makes the wine deliciously juicy. The 15% Garnacha is oak-aged and spicy.

A deep ruby red wine full of cherries, spices and earthy tones.

Gamay (FR) + Malbec (FR) ‘22* glass 6.5 carafe 19 bottle 32.5
A unique combination of fruity, juicy gamay and a 'forgotten' Bordeaux grape.

Sangiovese (IT) + Cabernet Franc (FR)’22* glass 6.5 carafe 19 bottle 32.5
Tuscany meets Loire. Robust and complex, with aromas of berries and sour cherries,

topped with a hint of oak.

Fantastic Mr Fox, Pinot Noir (FR) ‘22** glass 9.5 bottle 32.5
Named after the first grape supplier. Aged on stainless steel so fruity,

but with wooden bars for a refined vanilla aroma.

Mayor’s Choice, Garnacha (ES) ’22** glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
With grapes from the schist-rich soil of Priorat. The 8 months in an oak barrel ensure a spicy aftertaste.

The ManWith The Hat, Merlot (FR) ‘22** glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
After 8 months of fermentation and maturation in a barrique, this becomes an unusual

but tasty merlot, with aromas of dark fruit, spices and soft tannins.

The Blissful Marquis glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
Sangiovese (IT), Cabernet Franc (FR), Merlot (FR) ‘22**

Our variant of a Super Tuscan. The sangiovese and cabernet franc provide the tannin,
the oak-aged merlot brings the body.

Lucky Lucy, Syrah (FR) ‘22** glass 9.5 bottle 47.5
Bottled unfiltered! The many small particles make the wine structured, full-bodied & very spicy.

_______ LIMITED EDITION AND VINTAGE 2021 _______
Due to high demand, we only have limited stock of the red wines below, so be quick

and order something unique!

Mayors Choice, Garnacha (ES), 21** bottle 48
Named after one of the first grape suppliers, who was also a mayor. With an extra year of aging, the tannins

have matured further and the wine is even nicer to drink.

Lucky Lucy, Syrah (FR) ‘21** bottle 52
One of the last wines made by the original father, Jos Harrewijn. With the distinctive aromas of syrah; black

fruit and ground pepper.

Lucky Lucy, unfiltered, Syrah (FR) ‘21** bottle 54
Also made by Jos Harrewijn. Especially deeply colored because the wine was bottled unfiltered. Adorned by

age with ripe tannins and a hint of tobacco.
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